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Logic is about sound deduction: it is about rules that allow formulas to be derived 
from other formulas according to purely syntactic criteria in such a way that their 
truth is preserved. The vital insight behind logic programming is that these syntactic 
rules can be made into a computational process, and that they provide the basis 
for a powerful programming language. The program is a set of axioms, and the 
answers it produces are consequences derived from these axioms by the rules of 
inference that are built into the executing machine. 
The soundness of the rules guarantees that the answers produced are genuine 
consequences of the axioms in the program, and their completeness guarantees that 
the machine will produce all the ::nswers that the program allows. It is this soundness 
and completeness that makes logic programs declarative, because it means that-as 
far as correctness is concerned-the programmer need not worry about what happens 
when the program is executed, but can concentrate on ensuring that the desired 
answers are the ones logically entailed by the program, confident in the knowledge 
that aii and oniy these answers wili be prodticed in execution. 
It is well known that this ideal is only roughly approximated by the logic 
programming languages in use today. Prolog is notorious for its range of features 
that have no logical meaning at all, such as the input-output facilities that operate 
by side-effect. Even the logical core of Prolog is spoilt by a slight unsoundness in 
the inference rules, caused by the omission of the “occurs check” from the unification 
algorithm, and a practically more serious incompleteness, caused by the adoption 
of the efficient but unfair depth-first search strategy. Despite all this, Prolog deserves 
its popularity because a carefully written program can be kept mostly inside ihe 
logical core of the language, with use of the nonlogical features confined to a few 
supporting modules. Provided the weaknesses of the logical core are understood, 
they can be avoided by careful programming. 
Dodd’s book aims to take a “logical” approach to Prolog, so I expected to find 
a careful explanation of t+ rules of inference that Prolog uses to derive answers 
from programs. Alas, no; cnere is some information about the actions that constitute 
an execution of a Prolog program, but what’s missing is an account of what a proof 
is, independent of the way it is constructed in the execution. Even the account of 
the fundamental operation of substitution fatally confuses simultaneous ubstitution 
for several variables with repeated substitution for the variables separately. 
This desertion of proofs-as-entities in favour of proof-as-process means that 
programs have no higher meaning than what happens when they run. Reasoning 
about programs becomes operational reasoning about their execution. There is no 
possibility of an informed discussion of the limitations of the Prolog execution 
strategy, and the problem of improving the operational behaviour of a program 
whilst maintaining its declarative meaning cannot even be addressed. What’s worse, 
the concepts needed to explain Prolog execution are in fact more difficult than those 
of logic, since they have to take all the complexity of Prolog’s search strategy into 
account. 
I suspect that Dodd’s book is no worse in this respect than many of the other 
Prolog books on the bookseller’s shelf, and the s;arch for a new and catchy title 
must be a hopeless one. Nevertheless, a reader is entitled to find in the pages of a 
book what is promised on the front cover, and a logical approach to Prolog this is 
not. 
By contrast, the book by Hogger contains an excellent account of the logical basis 
of logic programming. He makes appropriate use of concepts from discrete mathe- 
matics to explain what is a proof, and what rules of inference are used in the 
execution of logic programs. The account is well motivated and illustrated with 
many examples. Some proofs are omitted-for example, there is no proof of a 
completeness result for resolution-but all the relevant results are stated and clearly 
presented. 
The declarative view of logic programs is used to explain the soundness of 
SLD-resolution, the proof procedure behind Prolog implementation, and to explore 
the adequacy of the Prolog search strategy. There is a clear treatment of negation 
and its relationship with the completion of a program and the closed-world assump- 
tion, and logical reasoning with program clauses is presented as a way of deriving 
programs by transformation. 
There are occasional lapses: one instance is the treatment of the “model intersec- 
tion property” for Horn clause programs, where the result is stated and proved for 
finite sets of models, then immediately applied to infinite sets. A simpler, direct 
proof of the infinite case is left as an exercise. Perhaps the author fell prey to the 
misguided notion tl iat inductive proofs are easier for computing science students 
who know about for-loops. It’s a pity to miss such an opportunity of showing them 
that there are better ways of thinking. 
But these lapses are small blemishes on what must be one of the most comprehen- 
sive and accessible accounts of logic programming available today. I find it no 
weakness of the book that it has nothing to say about the vast array of non-logical 
Prolog features that every implementation provides. Information about such things 
can easily be obtained from other books and reference manuals, but an understanding 
of the logic is what can make Prolog more than just another collection of fancy 
features. The book contains a large number of well-chosen exercises with complete 
answers, and I think it would make an ideal course text. 
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Q’Keefe’s book is more a collection of notes on Prolog programming than a book 
with a unified theme, and it does not pretend to be an introductoryy account of either 
Prolog or logic programming: the preface advertises it as a third book on Prolog, 
and recommends others to read first.and second. It Z!SO confesses that the manuscript 
was once given the title “Prolog for hackers”, a title that I would have preferred 
for its honesty. 
The book begins by praising the ideals of elegance and understanding, and it is 
encouraging to see how effective some simple and elegant techniques can be. But 
the dominant theme of this book is the struggle to wring acceptable performance 
from existing Pralog implementations, and what a struggle it is! Techniques that 
speed a program up under one implementation slow it down under another, and 
small and apparently harmless changes on the way a program is expressed can have 
drastic effects on its performance. This is hardly a picture of a robust language design. 
Unfortunately, many of the programming examples in the book refer to library 
routines provided with Quintus Prolog, and these are not always explained well 
enough to be understood by readers who are not also Quintus customers. I also felt 
that the book had a general tendency to substitute lengthy code listings for adequate 
explanations, a problem that is made worse by the rather dismal do-it-yourself 
typography. 
The information in this book will be useful to applications programmers whose 
task it is to develop Prolog programs; to those with wider interests, however, the 
book has less to offer. 
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Modal logics have had a long history in Ge backwaters of philosophical logic. 
In recent years, however, missionaries from tht, worId of computing have begun to 
Import, tame, and use varielies of modal 1 , .ogics in .heir own discipline. Modal logics, 
particularly temporal logics, have been developed and applied in the specification 
and verification of reactive systems. In artificial intelligence, modal logics have 
been used in representing nonmonotonic theories, in nonlinear planning, 3s 
logics of knowledge and belief and, in their executable form, as programming 
languages. 
In spite of this influx of modal logics into computing, many of their proof 
techniques have remained unchanged during this transition. These proof methods, 
